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Crowdsourcing complex computing tasks to people has become a promising way to leverage human perception power to solve difficult computer intelligence problems, from labeling images and documents, improving web searching results, finding the unknown galaxies
in deep space, to fold 3D protein structure. Accordingly, many human-centric computing
algorithms and platforms have been designed to accommodate different crowdsourcing
tasks, such as ESP game, Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), and social media like Flickr
and Twitter. In these systems, people are contributing their brain powers to crowdsourcing
for different reasons, for entertainment (e.g., ESP game), monetary incentives (e.g., AMT),
or even autonomously (e.g., in social media).
In particular, in this talk I will address data analytics problem for building reliable
crowdsourcing systems. For this purpose, as a unified crowdsourcing abstract, I build a
Multiple Source Sensing (MSS) model, in which task participants are treated as sensors
and their contributions as sensed data on a set of objects related with crowdsourced tasks.
Based upon this MSS model, I compare different crowdsourcing paradigms, and reveal the
key factors -- the reliability of people, their interdependence, and the varying levels of task
difficulties --, which impact the success of a crowdsourcing system. I will comprehensively
study these factors and extract high quality data by aggregating collective knowledge, even
if the participants are not always reliable or independent in completing their tasks. Efficient algorithm is derived to infer the most likely true answers by taking into account the
interdependence between participants given the massive crowdsourced data of deficient
quality.
I will also present my recent progress towards a decentralized crowdsourcing system with
localized data storages. This system assumes the participants form a connected network
(e.g., a social network), where they only exchange knowledge with the trusted friends of
their neighbor nodes. In this system, each information source (e.g., a task participant) optimizes his/her own estimates of the true answers in parallel. Through several passes of
local information exchange between neighbors, each source aggregates the information
spread from the other sources across the whole network, and all sources eventually reach
consensus decision for each task by following a set of local consistency constraints.
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